
Success Story

// Genböck Haus 
THE SPECIAL PREFABRICATED HOUSE  
OF GENBÖCK HAUS FROM UPPER AUSTRIA

// A GUEST AT GENBÖCK HAUS:  
MINIMUM EFFORT FOR OPTIMUM UNDERSTANDING

Since 1987 the company GENBÖCK HAUS is already successful offerer of completely individually planned 
prefabricated houses in wood element construction method in Austria. After already one decade firm his-
tory 1000 content customers are pleased about own GENBÖCK HAUS. Each house is unique and cut to the 
customer! To the turn of the millennium the enterprise presented a further milestone with the first passive 
prefabricated house in Austria. GENBÖCK HAUS attaches great importance to innovation and continuous 
improvement in prefabricated house construction and developed, for example, already in 2012 a wall of only 
34 centimeters thickness with a record-breaking thermal insulation value. In addition to wood, which is the 
most natural of all materials, ecological materials are increasingly being used in high-quality construction. 
Individuality is also very important: Thus, in 35 years, more than 3500 unique houses were created according 
to customer wishes. In 2019, GENBÖCK HAUS fulfilled the dream of a mobile, flexible home with the house of 
one´s own.

In 2018, GENBÖCK HAUS decided to adapt the regular factory tours to the high quality standards of the com-
pany: With the TOM-Audio TG-100 from BMS Audio, a professional tour guide system was purchased.  
The tours are conducted with different group sizes and sometimes take place simultaneously. For this purpose, 
the TOM-Audio TG-100 provides different channels for several groups at the same time - with easy handling 
at all times: „The people guidance system benefits optimal communication with minimal effort,“ says Mayor. 
Herbert Kreuzroither production manager at GENBÖCK HAUS, „The system is definitely a relief!“. Because the 
tour in the production takes place with increased acoustic stress from the production machines. Without the 
support of a tour guide system, only small groups were possible in the past and a very loud voice was still an 
absolute prerequisite. 
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We are pleased to support the guided tours at GENBÖCK HAUS with the TOM-Audio TG-100 and wish you 
many successful tours with enthusiastic visitors.

    

         The tour guide system helps to ensure 
optimum communication with minimum 
effort. The system is definitely a relief!

Mayor Herbert Kreuzroither, Production Manager

// „WE AND OUR VISITORS GET ALONG EASILY - IT‘S A GREAT FIT!“
The reasons for visiting the prefabricated house production are very diverse: from customers, interested 
parties to school groups and business groups. The easy handling of the TOM-Audio TG-100 tour guide system 
is an absolute plus. Herbert Kreuzroither is also delighted that visitors‘ own headphones can be connected to 
the equipment at any time. During the guided tours, hardly any questions arise now because the explanations 
are much better understood. This is why the system from BMS Audio has been in regular use from the very 
beginning.


